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MyTARDIS began as an automated solution for managing and sharing raw protein crystallography
data. Since then, efforts from many independent projects have enhanced and evolved the central
MyTARDIS product. New features such as data staging mounts, automated metadata extractors,
parameter set creation and high performance computing task scheduling have been added to meet
researcher needs.
With these new features in hand, MyTARDIS is currently being deployed to manage data from
diverse areas of research, including microscopy / microanalysis, particle physics, next-gen
sequencing in addition to expansion at the Australian Synchrotron and ANSTO to support small /
wide angle x-ray scattering, infrared microspectroscopy, powder diffraction, neutron reflectometery,
small-angle neutron scattering and strain scanning data. Furthermore, an initiative to capture and
publish all types of research data at an institutional level has begun.
This presentation will feature speakers from individual projects working with the open source
MyTARDIS code base, along with an explanation of the software’s new developments and personal
experiences from attempting to richly capture and manage an expanding range of research data.
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engineering, and screen media objects (films and television).
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